BUYING GUIDE

GRÖNLID
Sofa series
DESIGN

Francis Cayouette.

PARTS

Armchair
Armrest
1-seat section
2-seat section
3-seat section
2-seat sofa-bed section
Corner section
Chaise section
Footstool
Footstool with storage

Sofa-bed

Removable cover

Welcome home to your sofa
GRÖNLID sofa has sections that you can combine to a size and shape
that suits you perfectly. The deep seat cushions with a top layer of fiber
balls and plenty of comfortable back cushions make the sofa soft and
welcoming. You can also add and replace sections when you want – for
example if a favorite corner has become a bit worn after many years.
Perfect when you want an embracing sofa for many cozy evenings at
home, lazy days and relaxed socializing with family and friends.

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Storage in
chaise and footstool

Can be customized to
suit your needs

Available in coated fabric

GRÖNLID has a free 10-year
limited warranty. See details
at IKEA-USA.com/warranty

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

COMBINATIONS
Here we show some examples of how GRÖNLID sofa series
can look, but you are free to customize the sofa to suit you and
your needs. Decide the number of seats, shape of the sofa,
what functions you want and of course a cover that feels right
for you.

One tip is to use our helpful planning tool to explore all the
possible combinations and possibilities. You can find the tool
in the store and on IKEA-USA.com/planningtools

GRÖNLID Chaise
Total size: W46⅛×D64⅝×H41".

GRÖNLID Loveseat
Total size: W69⅝×D38⅝×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

INSEROS white

392.548.21

$406

INSEROS white

092.547.85

$529

KIMSTAD dark brown

392.566.03

$556

KIMSTAD dark brown

892.565.87

$629

LJUNGEN light green

992.562.66

$466

LJUNGEN light green

992.562.90

$579

LJUNGEN medium gray

192.560.34

$466

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.560.58

$579

LJUNGEN dark red

692.564.42

$466

LJUNGEN dark red

592.564.66

$579

SPORDA dark gray

492.558.96

$536

SPORDA dark gray

792.559.13

$629

SPORDA natural

292.557.41

$536

SPORDA natural

292.556.56

$629

GRÖNLID Sofa with chaise
Total size: W101⅝×D38⅝/64⅝×H41".

GRÖNLID Sofa
Total size: W97¼×D38⅝×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

INSEROS white

892.547.91

$599

INSEROS white

592.547.97

$795

KIMSTAD dark brown

892.565.92

$699

KIMSTAD dark brown

792.565.97

$995

LJUNGEN light green

692.562.96

$649

LJUNGEN light green

092.563.03

$895

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.560.64

$649

LJUNGEN medium gray

592.560.70

$895

LJUNGEN dark red

392.564.72

$649

LJUNGEN dark red

292.564.77

$895

SPORDA dark gray

892.559.17

$699

SPORDA dark gray

092.559.21

$995

SPORDA natural

992.557.71

$699

SPORDA natural

992.556.67

$995
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COMBINATIONS

GRÖNLID 4-seat sofa with chaise
Total size: W133½×D38⅝/64⅝×H41".

GRÖNLID Corner sofa, 4-seat
Total size: W99¼×D99¼×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover
INSEROS white

892.548.09

$1061

INSEROS white

192.546.76

$1195

KIMSTAD dark brown

292.566.08

$1361

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.565.67

$1395

LJUNGEN light green

792.563.09

$1211

LJUNGEN light green

092.562.42

$1295

LJUNGEN medium gray

292.560.76

$1211

LJUNGEN medium gray

192.560.10

$1295

LJUNGEN dark red

092.564.83

$1211

LJUNGEN dark red

692.564.18

$1295

SPORDA dark gray

192.559.25

$1361

SPORDA dark gray

892.558.80

$1395

SPORDA natural

792.556.73

$1361

SPORDA natural

292.557.17

$1395

GRÖNLID Corner sofa, 3-seat with open end
Total size: W71⅝×D92½×H41".

GRÖNLID Corner sofa, 4-seat with open end
Total size: W99¼×D92½×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

INSEROS white

492.546.70

$935

INSEROS white

992.546.82

$1105

KIMSTAD dark brown

192.565.62

$1080

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.565.72

$1280

LJUNGEN light green

292.562.36

$1000

LJUNGEN light green

792.562.48

$1190

LJUNGEN medium gray

492.560.04

$1000

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.560.16

$1190

LJUNGEN dark red

992.564.12

$1000

LJUNGEN dark red

492.564.24

$1190

SPORDA dark gray

692.558.76

$1080

SPORDA dark gray

092.558.84

$1280

SPORDA natural

592.557.11

$1080

SPORDA natural

192.556.14

$1280
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COMBINATIONS

GRÖNLID Sleeper sofa
Four back cushions included.
Total size: W82¼×D38⅝×H41".

GRÖNLID Sleeper sofa with open end
Four back cushions included.
Total size: W96⅛×D38⅝×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover
INSEROS white

692.780.95

$949

INSEROS white

492.781.43

$1029

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.781.35

$1099

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.781.78

$1184

LJUNGEN light green

592.781.14

$999

LJUNGEN light green

492.781.57

$1084

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.781.21

$999

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.781.64

$1084

LJUNGEN dark red

992.781.07

$999

LJUNGEN dark red

992.781.50

$1084

SPORDA dark gray

992.783.53

$1099

SPORDA dark gray

892.783.58

$1184

SPORDA natural

592.781.28

$1099

SPORDA natural

592.781.71

$1184

GRÖNLID Sleeper sofa
Six back cushions included.
Total size: W110¼×D38⅝×H41".

GRÖNLID Sleeper sofa with chaise
Six back cushions included.
Total size: W114⅛×D38⅝/64⅝×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

INSEROS white

692.783.64

$1168

INSEROS white

092.784.80

$1215

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.784.75

$1338

KIMSTAD dark brown

692.785.33

$1465

LJUNGEN light green

492.784.21

$1238

LJUNGEN light green

392.785.01

$1315

LJUNGEN medium gray

792.784.34

$1238

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.785.08

$1315

LJUNGEN dark red

392.783.70

$1238

LJUNGEN dark red

592.784.87

$1315

SPORDA dark gray

692.784.39

$1358

SPORDA dark gray

192.785.21

$1465

SPORDA natural

592.784.68

$1358

SPORDA natural

392.785.15

$1465
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COMBINATIONS

GRÖNLID 4-seat corner sleeper sofa with open end
Eight back cushions included.
Total size: W111¾×D92½×H41".

GRÖNLID 5-seat corner sleeper sofa with chaise
Total size: W143¾×D99¼×H41".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

INSEROS white

792.785.42

$1525

INSEROS white

692.785.90

$1881

KIMSTAD dark brown

392.785.82

$1750

KIMSTAD dark brown

092.786.30

$2231

LJUNGEN light green

792.785.56

$1610

LJUNGEN light green

592.786.04

$2031

LJUNGEN medium gray

392.785.63

$1610

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.786.11

$2031

LJUNGEN dark red

292.785.49

$1610

LJUNGEN dark red

192.785.97

$2031

SPORDA dark gray

292.785.68

$1750

SPORDA dark gray

592.786.23

$2231

SPORDA natural

792.785.75

$1750

SPORDA natural

592.786.18

$2231

HOW TO CONVERT

It is easy to transform GRÖNLID sofa-bed into a spacious
and comfortable bed. Start by taking off the back- and seat
cushions.

Fold down the fabric piece at the front edge of the seat.
Then lift the underframe and pull it towards you. Finally,
fold down the foot of the bed.
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES
Total price including cover

GRÖNLID 1-seat section W28×D37×H41".

GRÖNLID Armrest W7¼×D36⅝×H24".

INSEROS white

492.546.46

$219

INSEROS white

792.546.64

$70

LJUNGEN light green

392.562.12

$239

LJUNGEN light green

592.562.30

$75

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.559.79

$239

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.559.97

$75

LJUNGEN dark red

392.563.87

$239

LJUNGEN dark red

192.564.06

$75

KIMSTAD dark brown

003.979.96

$239

KIMSTAD dark brown

603.980.02

$95

SPORDA dark gray

092.558.60

$259

SPORDA dark gray

592.558.72

$85

SPORDA natural

992.556.86

$259

SPORDA natural

292.555.95

$85

GRÖNLID Loveseat section W55½×D37×H41".

GRÖNLID Ottoman with storage W28¾×L38⅝×H19¼".

INSEROS white

292.546.52

$389

INSEROS white

392.547.79

$150

LJUNGEN light green

092.562.18

$429

LJUNGEN light green

292.562.84

$160

LJUNGEN medium gray

592.559.85

$429

LJUNGEN medium gray

392.560.52

$160

LJUNGEN dark red

192.563.93

$429

LJUNGEN dark red

892.564.60

$160

KIMSTAD dark brown

903.979.92

$439

KIMSTAD dark brown

103.986.36

$180

SPORDA dark gray

292.558.64

$459

SPORDA dark gray

592.559.09

$170

SPORDA natural

792.556.92

$459

SPORDA natural

592.556.50

$170

$459

GRÖNLID Armchair
W30¾×D33⅛×H35⅜".

GRÖNLID Sofa section W83⅛×D37×H41".
INSEROS white

992.546.58

LJUNGEN light green

892.562.24

$499

INSEROS white

592.759.12

$279

LJUNGEN medium gray

392.559.91

$499

LJUNGEN dark red

492.759.17

$299

LJUNGEN dark red

892.563.99

$499

LJUNGEN light green

492.759.22

$299

KIMSTAD dark brown

903.976.71

$509

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.759.58

$299

SPORDA dark gray

392.558.68

$529

SPORDA dark gray

692.759.64

$329

SPORDA natural

592.555.89

$529

SPORDA natural

592.759.69

$329

KIMSTAD dark brown

303.990.36

$399

GRÖNLID Loveseat sleeper section W68⅛×D38⅝×H41".
INSEROS white

592.771.95

$809

LJUNGEN dark red

992.772.02

$849

GRÖNLID Footstool
L22½×W18½×H15".

LJUNGEN light green

692.771.66

$849

INSEROS white

092.759.81

$99

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.772.07

$849

LJUNGEN dark red

992.759.86

$129

SPORDA dark gray

692.772.27

$929

LJUNGEN light green

192.759.90

$129

SPORDA natural

792.772.36

$929

LJUNGEN medium gray

092.759.95

$129

KIMSTAD dark brown

892.772.45

$909

SPORDA dark gray

692.760.01

$149

SPORDA natural

392.760.07

$149

KIMSTAD dark brown

603.992.71

$179

GRÖNLID Chaise section W31⅞×D64⅝×H41".
$266

INSEROS white

792.547.01

LJUNGEN light green

992.562.71

$316

LJUNGEN medium gray

892.560.40

$316

LJUNGEN dark red

592.564.47

$316

KIMSTAD dark brown

203.986.31

$366

SPORDA dark gray

292.559.01

$366

SPORDA natural

992.557.47

$366

GRÖNLID Corner section W36¼×D36¼×H41".
$277

INSEROS white

492.547.07

LJUNGEN light green

492.562.78

$287

LJUNGEN medium gray

592.560.46

$287

LJUNGEN dark red

192.564.54

$287

KIMSTAD dark brown

003.986.27

$327

SPORDA dark gray

392.559.05

$307

SPORDA natural

792.557.53

$307

GOOD TO KNOW
Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to
resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against
another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can
take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniturethat must withstand
everyday life at home – and if it can take more than 30,000
cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive
to sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics resist
fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy,
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a
clean one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa
of course. All our different coated fabrics have been treated to
protect them and make them easy for you to look after. All have
also been tested and approved for tear strength, flexibility and
colour fastness, so you can be sure you will enjoy your new sofa
or armchair for many years to come.

Washing instructions

Resistance
to abrasion
(cycles)

Lightfastness
(1-8)

INSEROS: plain woven cotton with smooth surface texture. 100% cotton.

Machine washable at 104°F.

35,000

5

GRÄSBO: dobby weave with a faint texture, solid colours and a smooth feeling. 100% cotton.

Machine washable at 140°F.

20,000

5

LJUNGEN: hardwearing cover made of a polyester fabric with a soft, velvety surface and
a slightly reflective lustre. 100% polyester.

Machine washable at 104°F.

45,000

5

SPORDA: natural based textured fabric with two-toned melange effect.
57% cotton, 24% polyester, 19% linen.

Machine washable at 104°F.

25,000

5

TALLMYRA: hardwearing chenille cover made of cotton and polyester and has a soft surface
and a slightly reflective lustre. 78% cotton, 22% polyester.

Machine washable at 104°F.

30,000

5

Coated fabric
Coated fabric is a fabric material with a coating, which can be
embossed to look like leather. It’s a strong and durable material
and very easy to care for– just vacuum the surface using the
soft brush attachment on your vacuum cleaner and wipe with
a damp cloth.

All our different coated fabrics have been treated to protect
them and make them easy for you to look after. All have also
been tested and approved for tear strength, flexibility and
color fastness, so you can be sure you will enjoy your new
sofa or armchair for many years to come.

Care instructions
KIMSTAD: 75% polyester, 25% cotton base 100% polyurethane surface. Kimstad coated fabric
is a soft yet hard-wearing, fixed cover with the same look and feel as leather.

GOOD TO KNOW
INSEROS: Plain woven cotton with smooth surface texture. 100% cotton.
LJUNGEN: Tailored cover in durable polyester with a soft, velvety feel. 100% polyester.
SPORDA: Natural based textured fabric with two-toned melange effect. Cotton/polyester/linen.
KIMSTAD: Durable coated fabric. Polyester and cotton, coated with polyurethane.

Care instructions: vacuum
with the soft brush
attachment and wipe
with a damp cloth.

Resistance
to abrasion
(cycles)

Lightfastness
(1-8)

50,000

5

SERVICES
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would
like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

PICKING WITH
DELIVERY SERVICE

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Whether you’re shopping in the store
or online, and no matter how big the
purchase, we can help do the heavy
lifting and arrange delivery, by an
Independent Service Provider, to your
home or business.

This in-store option is the combination
of the delivery service with the picking
service. We’ll collect the products on
your shopping list from throughout the
store and arrange delivery of everything
to your home or business.

All of our products are designed to
be assembled by you, but we’re more
than happy to help put it all together.
You can schedule assembly service
for anything from a single piece to
all of your furniture. We've teamed
up with TaskRabbit, an Independent
Service Provider, to assemble your IKEA
furniture purchased online or in store.

There’s more than one
way to pay
We accept credit, debit and IKEA Gift
Cards in our stores. We also want you to
have the home you dream of; that’s why
we’ve got additional financing options
for you to explore. For more information
about our financing options, visit
IKEA-USA.com/creditcard

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2017
Prices are valid as of August 1, 2019 posting. Prices are subject to change.
Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

